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Abstract We analyze the correlations of the slope and curvature parameters of the
symmetry energy with the neutron skin thickness of neutron-rich isotopes, and the
crust-core transition density in neutron stars. The results are obtained within the
microscopic Brueckner–Hartree–Fock approach, and are compared with those obtained
with several Skyrme and relativistic mean field models.
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1 Introduction
Isospin asymmetric nuclear matter is present in nuclei, especially in those far away from
the stability line, and in astrophysical systems, particularly in neutron stars. Therefore,
a well-grounded understanding of the properties of isospin-rich nuclear matter is a
necessary ingredient for the advancement of both nuclear physics and astrophysics.
However, some of these properties are not well constrained yet. In particular, the
density dependence of the symmetry energy is still an important source of uncertainties
[1]. In this work, we analyze the correlations of the slope, L = 3ρ0∂Esym/∂ρ|ρ0 , and
curvature, Ksym = 9ρ
2
0∂
2Esym/∂ρ
2|ρ0 , parameters of the symmetry energy with the
neutron skin thickness of neutron-rich isotopes, and the crust-core transition density
in neutron star. The results are obtained within the microscopic Brueckner–Hartree–
Fock (BHF) approach, and are compared with those obtained with several Skyrme and
relativistic mean field (RMF) models.
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Fig. 1 Neutron skin thickness for 208Pb versus L (left panel) and Ksym (right panel). The
vertical dashed lines on the left panel denote the constraints on L from isospin diffusion (ID).
2 The BHF approach of asymmetric nuclear matter
Assuming charge symmetry of nuclear forces, the energy per particle of asymmetric
nuclear matter can be written in good approximation in terms of the isospin asymmetry
parameter, β = (ρn − ρp)/ρ, as E/A(ρ, β) ∼ ESNM (ρ) +Esym(ρ)β
2, being ESNM (ρ)
the energy per particle of symmetric nuclear matter, and Esym(ρ) = E/A(ρ, β =
1)− ESNM (ρ) the so-called symmetry energy.
The BHF approach of asymmetric nuclear matter starts with the construction of
all the G matrices describing the effective interaction between two nucleons in the
presence of a surrounding medium. They are obtained by solving the Bethe–Goldstone
equation
Gτ1τ2;τ3τ4(ω) = Vτ1τ2;τ3τ4 +
∑
ij
Vτ1τ2;τiτj
Qτiτj
ω − ǫi − ǫj + iη
Gτiτj ;τ3τ4(ω) (1)
where τ = n, p indicates the isospin projection of the two nucleons in the initial,
intermediate and final states, V denotes the bare NN interaction, Qτiτj the Pauli
operator, and ω corresponds to the sum of non-relativistic energies of the interacting
nucleons. The single-particle energy ǫτ of a nucleon with momentum k is given by
ǫτ (k) =
h¯2k2
2mτ
+Re[Uτ (k)] , (2)
where Uτ (k) represents the mean field “felt” by a nucleon due to its interaction with
the other nucleons of the medium. In the BHF approximation, U(k) is given by
Uτ (k) =
∑
τ ′
∑
|k′|<kF
τ′
〈kk′ | Gττ ′;ττ ′(ω = ǫτ (k) + ǫτ ′(k
′)) | kk′〉A . (3)
Once a self-consistent solution of Eqs. (1) and (3) is achieved, the energy per particle
of asymmetric matter (and consequently the symmetry energy) can be calculated as
E
A
(ρ, β) =
1
A
∑
τ
∑
|k|<kFτ
(
h¯2k2
2mτ
+
1
2
Re[Uτ (k)]
)
. (4)
For further reading, and details on the Skyrme forces and the relativistic models con-
sidered in this work, the reader is referred to Ref. [2].
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Fig. 2 Transition density from non-uniform to uniform β-stable matter as a function of L
(left panel) and Ksym (right panel). The vertical dashed lines on the left panel denote the
constraints on L from isospin diffusion (ID).
3 Results
It has been shown by Typel and Brown [3] that the neutron skin thickness, δR =√
〈r2n〉 −
√
〈r2p〉 is very sensitive to the density dependence of the nuclear symmetry
energy. In Fig. 1 we show the correlation between δR for 208Pb with the parameters L
(left panel) and Ksym (right panel). It can be seen that both the Skyrme forces and
the relativistic models predict values of δR that exhibit a tight linear correlation with
L. Note that the microscopic Brueckner calculation is in excellent agreement with this
correlation. The linear increase of δR with L is not surprising since the thickness of the
neutron skin in heavy nuclei is determined by the pressure difference between neutrons
and protons, which is proportional to the parameter L, P (ρ0, β) ∼ Lρ0β
2/3 [4].
Another sensitive quantity to the symmetry energy is the transition density ρt from
non-uniform to uniform β-stable matter. We display in Fig. 2 ρt as a function of the
parameters L and Ksym for the BHF calculation together with the predictions of the
several Skyrme forces and relativistic models. Using the experimental constraint on L
from isospin diffusion, we estimate the transition density to be between 0.063 fm−3
and 0.083 fm−3, in reasonable agreement with the value of ρt ≈ 0.08 fm
−3 often used
in the literature.
4 Summary
We have studied the correlations of the slope and curvature parameters of the symmetry
energy with the neutron skin thickness of neutron-rich isotopes, and the crust-core tran-
sition density in neutron stars. The results have been obtained within the microscopic
Brueckner–Hartree–Fock approach, and have been compared with those obtained with
several Skyrme and relativistic mean field models. A very good agreement between the
different models has been found.
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